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Introduction

When navigating a golf course, one of the first decisions 

made by golfers is how they are going to get around the course. 

Some rent a drivable cart, while others prefer to walk, which 

requires pushing a cart or hiring a caddie to carry your clubs and 

other equipment. The scope of the project was to create an 

autonomous caddie that would be able to follow the user through 

bluetooth connection and detect and navigate around obstacles.

Figure 1. Golfer with Caddie
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Background

The first semester of our project was used to create a 

preliminary design seen below. The design was decided on 

through the use of our selection matrix and morphological charts. 

The selection matrix focused on aspects such as: efficiency, 

safety, and manufacturing cost. The preliminary design was the 

best concept we had so we began the process of turning that 

concept into a reality in the second semester.

Figure 2. Preliminary Design 

Figure 3.  Finalized Bill of Materials

Conclusions/Recommendations

We consider out project a success as the idea of the project 

was accomplished. In the end we ran out of time to get the robot 

fully up and running because of the coronavirus limiting our 

group access to the robot. We recommend that groups in the 

future that take on similar projects focus mainly on coding and 

wiring of the robot so that they do run out of time like we did.

System Design

The system as a whole is driven through a lengthy code 

programmed to an Arduino and an application on the user’s 

phone to track the user’s and the caddie’s GPS location. There 

are a variety of small factors that require “fine-tuning” for a 

system like the caddie to function properly. 

Figure 4. System Block Diagram

Figure 5. Finalized Caddie

Results

Over the course of the project, the team experienced 

some difficulties in getting proper functionality out of the caddie. 

All the subsystems functioned properly when separate, but when 

they were combined there were problems. The driving force for 

the caddie is really the Bluetooth communication between the 

user and caddie. When the GPS unit on the caddie failed to 

transmit accurate readings after multiple troubleshooting 

attempts, the team decided to focus on documentation.  

Methods

Initially there was significant research done by each team 

member and ideas were presented during meetings. When the 

team could collaborate decisions were made to order parts. The 

final price of the project was $422 which was under our goal of 

$500. Eventually, once parts were ordered and received, they 

were tested to ensure proper operation.
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